Compounds containing allenes, cumulenes and oligoynes (polyalkynes) have attracted attention for both their conformation and reactivity. Whilst the textbook molecular orbital description explains the general electronic and molecular structure of the cumulenes, there are anomalies in both the crystal structures and cycloaddition products involving oligoynes and allenes; the understanding of these molecules is incomplete. Through a computational study we elucidate that the frontier orbitals of the allene and oligoyne families are extended helices. These orbitals are the linear analogue to the Möbius aromatic systems, which also display non-linear π interactions. The axial chirality found in allenes and oligoynes is intimately related to the topology of the frontier orbitals, and has implications for predictions of cycloaddition pathways, structure stability and spectroscopy.

The term ‘cumulene’ is not only the conventional molecular name of 2, but is also used to refer to similar extended alkenes with four or more carbon atoms. This does not distinguish between the odd (1-like) and even (2-like) systems, or the molecule itself. Cumulenes like those described by Tywinski and co-workers are even numbered and are thus planar ($D_{2h}$) and pose no possibility for axial chirality. The odd cumulated alkenes are terminated in orthogonally-oriented functional motifs ($D_{hd}$), and therefore may be axial chiral. In this work we refer to odd numbered cumulated alkenes as the family of ‘allenes’ and the even cumulated alkenes referred to as the family of ‘cumulenes’.

Fig. 1  The archetype allene, 1, and cumulene, 2, with their simplified π bonding shown on the right. Even cumulated alkenes may be made from the hydrolysis of oligoynes similar to that of 3. Related linear systems include the simple conjugated oligoyne, acetylene dicarboxylate, 4, which is presumed planar, as is the aromatic terminated oligoyne, 5.

1 Introduction

Allenes, cumulenes and oligoynes (polyalkynes) are intriguing structural motifs; they partake in cycloadditions, act as Michael acceptors and are redox active. There has been a recent resurgence in studies relating to these molecules, as their inherent chirality, reactivity and unusual physical properties are useful in organic synthesis and as linking units in metal-organic frameworks (MOFs).

Allene, 1, is the most fundamental cumulated alkene; three carbons are bound linearly with double bonds. Through a basic molecular orbital construction of the π-system, the terminating motifs obtain an orthogonal conformation, Fig. 1. Allene may be axially chiral; the most simple example, 1,3-dimethyl allene, has two stereoisomers, (M) and (P). The next smallest cumulated alkene, cumulene (2), is planar by the same orbital description proposed for allene. The four carbons result in a planar molecule, achiral unless the terminating protons are substituted with a point chiral motif (e.g. (−)-menthol). A recent publication by Tykwinski and co-workers explored the structures of 2 and its extended variants, all of which had an even number of linear carbons and were achiral. To the best of our knowledge, the most relevant studies of the next odd cumulene, containing five carbons, are related to interstellar diradicals, and other quasi-stable analogues. There is no evidence to suggest that the odd cumulated alkenes are less stable than their even relatives, but rather that the previous synthetic routes do not yield odd catenated chains. There is scope for the synthesis of these molecules through some form of modified metathesis, but this has thus far not been explored.
The cumulene family may be made by the two-electron oxidation of a cumulated alkyne precursor. Indeed the precursor alkynes, like that of 3, share a similar electronic structure to their two-electron oxidised cumulene derivatives. Curiously, there have been a significant number of studies on extended conjugated oligoynes (ECOs), and their conformation; 4 and 5 are archetypes. It has been assumed that the orientation of the ECO family is planar like the cumulene family, and some computational investigations have fixed this planarity through enforced $D_{2h}$ symmetry. Some studies do correctly suggest that ECOs demonstrate non-planar geometries: the terminating functional motifs rotate out of plane if they partake in the $\pi$ conjugation of the alkyne. This geometry is similar to that observed in the allene family, with one fundamental difference: ECOs have even numbers of carbon in the chain.

It is certainly less obvious why ECOs are structurally analogous to allenes. There are fleeting examples of such isolated structures; acetylene dicarboxylic acid has been observed in the orthogonal orientation in its crystal hydrate, seemingly stabilised through hydrogen bonding. More recently, orthogonally-orientated oligoynes have been observed in MOFs, primarily as linking units. IRMOF-0 (ref. 25) encompasses the ‘twisted’ acetylene dicarboxylate, 4, and a similar MOF isolated by Burrows and co-workers features an orthogonal aromatic carboxylate terminated ECO.

To understand the chemical similarities of the allenes and ECOs, and the differences between cumulenes and allenes, we must first understand the electronic structure of these molecules. Through quantum-chemical calculations we report on an unusual electronic characteristic in the allene and ECO families: extended helical molecular orbitals. The topology of these MOs has implications for predictions of cycloaddition products. The directed electronic structure is the linear analogue of the electronically chiral cyclic systems (canted $\pi$ interactions) like that observed in Möbius aromatics. Furthermore, it is these extended electronic helices which result in the observed orthogonality of the allene and ECO systems. The cumulene family displays no helical nature, further emphasising the difference between even and odd cumulated alkynes.

2 Electronic differences between the ‘odd’ allenes and ‘even’ cumulenes

The textbook MO construction of the $\pi$ interactions between orthogonal atomic p-orbitals is sufficient to describe the electronic structure of the cumulenes. It is, however, inadequate in the description of the allenes. Quantum-chemical computations of these molecules confirm that the frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) are comprised of p-orbitals for both systems, but perhaps not what one would expect. These are drawn schematically in Fig. 2 and formally in Fig. 4. The allene family have extended FMOs with helical topology. Through extended non-linear $\pi$ interactions, allenes exhibit extended conjugation similar to that observed in Möbius aromatics, Fig. 2a, which are cyclic conjugated systems that feature the electronic topology of a Möbius ring. The cumulenes show the expected p-orbital orthogonality with a centred node in the HOMO, Fig. 2b.

The HOMO—a and b of the achiral allenes are a degenerate pair, comprised of the right and left-handed helices orientated 90° from each other. The rotation and polarisation of the p-orbitals of the central carbon atom results in this interesting electronic structure, with visibly helical molecular orbitals, Fig. 2a. The achiral allenes feature both the right and left-handed bias through electronic degeneracy. The splitting of this degeneracy may be achieved chemically by forming an axially chiral allene, thus differentiating the helical MOs.

Helical molecular orbitals can be observed in the cumulene family if the terminal motifs are non-planar. However, the equilibrium geometry of cumulenes is planar, and thus there is no potential for axial chirality. Even chemical substitution, e.g. methylation, does not induce non-planarity of the terminal motifs; therefore, there is no observed helical selectivity in organic reactions or in computational models.

The FMOs of the axially chiral (P)-1,3-dimethyl allene are shown in Fig. 4b; the degeneracy is removed upon substitutional methylation. The resulting MOs are helical; the HOMO of (P)-1,3-dimethyl allene is the left-handed helix. The HOMO—1 is found 0.002 eV below the HOMO, and is right-handed. Considering the other enantiomer, (M)-1,3-dimethyl allene, the HOMO is inverted to a right-handed helix. Contrast these helices to the molecular orbitals of a point chiral molecule; the chirality can be described by a non-linear asymmetric dipole about the stereogenic centre, like the direction and magnitude of the hands on a clock reading 01:45, Fig. 3a. A helix is the projection of this dipole through a third dimension, Fig. 3b.

![Fig. 2](image-url) (a) Standard $\pi$ bonding of allene assumes orthogonal $\pi$ interactions. This description is insufficient as the HOMOs display non-orthogonality, resulting in extended helices. (b) Cumulenes are accurately described by textbook molecular orbital description.

![Fig. 3](image-url) (a) The magnitude and direction of the clock hands are analogous to the dipoles of a point chiral molecule. (b) The projection of minute hands' displacement over time results in a helix, analogous to the extended helices observed in the linear molecules discussed herein.
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behaviour of the helical FMOs explored herein. Both identities are portrayed, further lamenting the unique electronic enantiomer present. In linear molecules, like the allenes, considering the helicenes, there is structurally only one electronic orbital is the highest energy occupied linear combination of atom-centred orbitals and is intimately related to the molecular geometry. For conventionally chiral systems there is no HOMO–n that reflects the opposite enantiomer. Considering the helicenes, there is structurally only one electronic enantiomer present. In linear molecules, like the allenes, both identities are portrayed, further lamenting the unique behaviour of the helical FMOs explored herein.

There is experimental precedence for the existence of helical molecular orbitals. These linear molecules are unusual because they maintain both chiral identities in their molecular orbitals. The helical nature of the allene orbitals is best observed, but not limited to, the FMOs. For axially chiral allenes, like those shown in Fig. 4b, it is important to note that the ‘handedness’ of the HOMO and LUMO are the same (and opposite to that of the HOMO–1 and LUMO+1).

Helicity is a familiar structural topology in organic chemistry, a familiar example is the helicene family. Logically, the HOMO is composed of the highest energy occupied linear combination of atom-centred orbitals and is intimately related to the molecular geometry. For conventionally chiral systems there is no HOMO–n that reflects the opposite enantiomer. Considering the helicenes, there is structurally only one electronic enantiomer present. In linear molecules, like the allenes, both identities are portrayed, further lamenting the unique behaviour of the helical FMOs explored herein.

There is experimental precedence for the existence of helical molecular orbitals. Consider the familiar [2 + 2] cycloaddition described in Fig. 5. In a general sense, the occupied orbitals of 7 interact with the unoccupied orbitals of 8 forming a cyclobutane. The criteria for such reactions vary. Some require irradiation to promote the reaction of the first excited state of the electron acceptor (8), others are thermally favourable. There are many examples of allenes partaking in similar reactions, best summarised in the recent review by Alcaide and coworkers. There are accounts of allenes partaking in [3 + 2] cycloadditions (acting as the 3 component) through either in the presence of a nucleophilic organocatalyst or a metal catalyst. In such instances, an enolate is formed, subsequently racemising the allene. It is rather the [even + even] cycloadditions that demonstrate the application of such helical FMOs.

The allene cycloaddition reactions obey the Woodward–Hoffmann rules, but the general consensus is that these cycloadditions are not concerted. In [even + even] cycloadditions involving chiral allenes, there are many reports of enantioselectivity in the formation of radical intermediates. Two intriguing examples are the thermal [2 + 2] of 6 and methyl propiolate, and a more complex [2 + 2] intramolecular photocycloaddition. In both instances single molecule calculations affirm that the HOMOs are ‘left-handed’.

Previously, high selectivity in cycloadditions involving chiral allenes was rationalised through steric preferences of the reagents. This is almost certainly not the case; whilst the interacting geometry is of thermodynamic importance, the enantioselectivity is the product of orbital symmetry conservation (i.e. the symmetry of the HOMO of the allene in relation to the LUMO of 8 is allowed). Fig. 6a describes a proposed symmetry-allowed in-phase orbital reoration, which is intimately related to the ‘handedness’ of the allene HOMO. This is in contrast to the symmetry-forbidden p-orbital reorientation shown in Fig. 6b, where the extended conjugation is broken rapidly. Therefore, the application of the helical molecular orbital description provides insight into the predictions of cycloaddition reactions and accurately describes the observed high enantioselectivity. Indeed, the products of the
cycloaddition reflect the orbital symmetry of the precursors, allowing the heuristic prediction of the electronic structure of the allene precursor. This may become more important once large odd cumulated alkenes are synthesised and used in similar reactions.

3 Extended conjugated oligoynes

Unlike the allenes and cumulenes, which are orthogonal and planar, respectively, the geometries of ECOs exhibit more variation.\textsuperscript{49} The simplest ECO, acetylene dicarboxylate (4), and the ester derivative, are generally considered to be planar, resulting in a non-degenerate HOMO/HOMO\textendash{}1 due to the inequivalent \(\pi_x\) and \(\pi_y\) interactions.\textsuperscript{15\textendash}18

The generalised family of ECOs are shown in Fig. 7. The ECO equilibrium geometry can be found by rotation of the conjugated terminating groups (carboxylate torsion angle; CTA). The potential energy surface has been constructed for the archetype ECO systems, Fig. 8. The acetylene dicarboxylate (4) orbital images accompanying the PES illustrate the HOMOs at the local maximum (CTA = 0\textdegree, \(D_{2h}\) symmetry), twist transition (CTA = 45\textdegree, \(D_2\) symmetry) and the global minimum (\(\sim 90\textdegree, D_2\), near \(D_{2d}\) symmetry). The global minimum was found through both an unconstrained optimisation of 4, 11 and 12 (depicted as shaded points in Fig. 8), and the fixed CTA calculations used to construct the PES. Very good agreement between the calculated and experimental bond lengths is observed, with a difference of the order 10\textsuperscript{\textendash}2 Å. All of the molecules described in Fig. 7, and their structural analogues, have non-planar global minima.

A near orthogonal conformation (CTA = 87.28\textdegree/92.72\textdegree) is energetically favourable for the monoalkyne system, 4, with a 10.33 kJ mol\textsuperscript{\textendash}1 energy stabilisation over the planar variation. A similar trend is observed for the larger oligoynes, 11 (CTA = 88.76\textdegree/91.24\textdegree) and 12 (CTA = 89.88\textdegree/90.12\textdegree), with 4.99 and 2.96 kJ mol\textsuperscript{\textendash}1, respectively. It is notable that both the planar and orthogonal conformations are saddle points (both \(D_{2h}\) and \(D_{2d}\) prevent the formation of the helices). As catenation is increased, the barrier of rotation is reduced and the global minimum converges to the orthogonal conformation, CTA = 90\textdegree.

The origins of the unfavourable planar geometry are the combination of repulsive interactions between the terminating functional groups (visualised in the PES, CTA = 0\textdegree) and the constructive orbital overlap, similar to the Möbius systems, upon twisting (Fig. 9). Thus for different reasons, extended conjugated oligoynes obtain a similar geometry to that of the allene family, with one important difference: all extended conjugated oligoynes are made up of even numbered carbon chains.

The structural twist is observed in all of the ECO series; selected examples are shown in Fig. 9. The electronic result is the formation of a degenerate extended helical \(\pi\) system similar
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\caption{Extended conjugated oligoynes and their variable terminating motifs. In the case where \(R\) is excluded the systems are considered as the di-anion.}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Potential energy surfaces of 4, 11 and 12 at the DFT-TPSSh level of theory. The optimised geometry is shown by the shaded points. MO images are from the optimised structures of CTA = 0\textdegree, 50\textdegree\textendash{}and \(\sim 90\textdegree\) (shaded point). The isosurface value is set to 0.025 eÅ\textsuperscript{\textendash}3.}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Depicted are the highest occupied MOs (DFT-TPSSh), and carboxylate torsion angle, of five extended conjugated oligoynes. 11 and 5 are fundamental ECOs with optimised CTA near 90\textdegree. Rehybridisation of oxygen in 11e removes the helical nature of the compound, but the orthogonal arrangement is still favourable. 13 (a dialkyne terminated in (R)-phenylsulfinyl) displays a right-handed HOMO (CTA defined through the O\textendash{}S\textendash{}S\textendash{}O angle). 14 (a dialkyne terminated in (R)-4-isopropyl-oxazolidin-2-one) displays a right-handed HOMO (CTA defined through the O\textendash{}N\textendash{}N\textendash{}O angle). Isosurface value = 0.025 eÅ\textsuperscript{\textendash}3.}
\end{figure}
to that of allene. In addition to the occupied electronic orbitals, most virtual orbitals are also helical in nature. The lowest-occupied molecular orbital is helical and degenerate. These helices are more robust than the HOMO orbitals with respect to chemical substitution; we have not discovered a oligoyne terminating in any conjugated motif that removes the extended helical nature of the orbitals. This finding may become important when exploring optical excitations, and has interesting implications for cycloaddition reactions.

Similar to the cumulenes, an approach for creating inequivalent right and left-handed helices in oligoynes is the installment of a point chiral motif, Fig. 7d, f and g. The fundamental problem with a chiral ester functionality is that the alkoxy oxygen is no longer formally part of the conjugated system. Effective removal of the helical \( \pi \)-system can be achieved by attaching electron-withdrawing groups (e.g. \(-\text{Cl}\), shown schematically in Fig. 7e and formally in Fig. 9) or an organic molecule (e.g. \(-\text{Me}\), Fig. 7a–d) to the terminal oxygen atoms. The reduction in conjugation is a product of the re-hybridisation of oxygen, removing \( \pi \) overlap with the alkyne chain. Extended electronic helices observed in 5, and relevant derivatives, are affected to a lesser extent by substituents on the ring. Depending on the substituent, strongly electron withdrawing groups, like the carboxylic acids, cause the helical MOs to appear in the HOMO−5 to HOMO−8 region.

An alternative approach is the substitution of the terminal carbons for chiral sulfoxides or oxazolidinones. We have proposed the \( R \)-phenylsulfinyl substituent as a conjugated alternative to carboxylate termini (as shown by 13, Fig. 9d). It is not necessary for the ‘dangling’ substituents to be conjugated to the oligoyne. In this instance, the conjugation in the sulfoxide is extended. By the addition of the point chiral motif, the oligoyne HOMOs are split, again reflecting the chirality of the system. In this case, the separation of the HOMO (right-handed helix) and HOMO−1 (left-handed helix) is \( \sim 0.02 \) eV. One promising example is the oxazolidinone described in Fig. 9e. The nitrogen acts similar to the sulfur in this instance, conjugating to the alkyne motifs and, more importantly, providing a bias for the helices. The specific oxazolidinone, \( (R)\)-4-isopropoxyloxazolidin-2-one (14), is both synthetically plausible, and, like the sulfoxide, can be isolated in a solid (similar to presence of 4 in MOFs). Single-molecule calculations of 14 result in a 0.42 eV energy separation of the HOMO and HOMO−1.

The chiral oxazolidinone and sulfoxide demonstrate a separation of degenerate orbitals in the ECO family. The attachment of these conjugated oligoynes amplifies the effect of point chirality, and should be detectable spectroscopically. With respect to reactivity, the oligoynes may act as both the electron accepting and donating motifs. The cycloaddition discussion for allenes is applicable to oligoynes; however, the isolation of a single helix remains an area that has yet to be thoroughly explored. In principle, the kinetic product of the chiral oligoyne \( [2 + 2] \) cycloaddition reaction should reflect a similar outcome to the allenes; the helical conformation is thermodynamically favoured. There should be chiral selectivity in cycloadditions involving the oxazolidinone (the HOMO is helical and separated by 0.42 eV from the inverse HOMO−1).

There are ECOS that do not exhibit extended helices. A contemporary example is porphyrin systems linked by diynes,\(^4\) where there are two interactions that disfavour the formation of the orthogonal structure and thus helical orbitals. Firstly, the tetrahedral Zn ions interact with the porphyrin, altering the hybridisation of the alkyne/porphyrin orbitals. Secondly, the extended conjugation is terminated with unconjugated silyl motifs. As demonstrated here, unconjugated motifs remove the extended helicity. The planar conformation is still conventionally conjugated in the equilibrium geometry; the HOMO and HOMO−1 consist of nodes not observed in the extended helices of orthogonal ECOS.

### 4 Conclusion

The description of both the orbital structures of the allenes and extended conjugated oligoynes, and the reactivity of these motifs is incomplete. Herein we have described the distinct electronic structure of the allene and extended conjugated oligoyne families; both the allenes and the ECOS display extended helical frontier orbitals. Whilst these extended helices are degenerate in the unsubstituted systems, chemically activated chirality (distinct right and left-handed helices) may be preferentially performed through intelligent design.

Our results justify the observed structural orthogonality in allenes and ECOS. The orthogonality of the ECOS is the result of the conformation being in a potential energy minimum, a stabilisation due to the formation of extended helices. The allenes are inherently structurally orthogonal, but display similar helical orbitals. This helical nature provides a rigorous explanation for enantioselectivity in cycloadditions involving chiral allenes. The helicity found in the ECOS is predicted to be observable spectroscopically and in enantioselective cycloadditions. Furthermore, these structures are ones of importance with applications as both ligands and guest molecules in metal–organic frameworks. Their rigidity and potential optical response makes them interesting ligand candidates.

Importantly, we have also demonstrated a fundamental difference between the cumulenes and allenes. The cumulene family (even numbered carbons) are planar and do not display helical MOs, whilst the allene family (odd numbered carbons) are orthogonally terminated and display electrohelicity. The distinct behaviour further laments that molecular orbitals are not always what they appear; indeed, an ending with a twist.

Since our original submission, an investigation of the mechanical properties of extended conjugated systems has been reported,\(^7\) which identifies a periodic torsional response consistent with the canted \( \pi \) interactions that we observe.

### 5 Computational details

All quantum chemical calculations were performed using the GAMESS-US package.\(^6\) The atomic geometries were optimised within the Kohn–Sham density functional theory (DFT)\(^7\) construct. The total energy and forces were calculated with the hybrid meta-generalised gradient approximation functional, TPSSH,\(^8\) using a triple zeta basis set, 6-311+G(3d).\(^9\) The
potential energy surfaces were obtained by relaxing the internal coordinates as a function of the dihedral angle between the terminal groups. A range of semi-local and non-local exchange-correlation functionals (e.g. PBE, PBE0, M06 [ref. 62]) and a wave function based method (MP2) were found to give similar predictions.

To ensure quantitative results, the electronic structure and internal energies were also calculated for select systems at the coupled cluster level of theory including single, double and perturbative triple excitations, CCSD(T), coupled cluster level of theory including single, double and internal energies were also calculated for select systems at the terminal groups. A range of semi-local and non-local exchange-correlation functionals (e.g. PBE, PBE0, M06 [ref. 62]) and a wave function based method (MP2) were found to give similar predictions.
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